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1. Introduction
Conventional wisdom holds that diversification has natural limits in portfolio construction, typically arriving 
at an “optimal” or “lowest variance” portfolio that has approximately 30 investments, particularly in the con-
text of equity portfolios. While such conclusions are based on assumptions that are now accepted to have flaws 
(e.g., assuming that returns are normally distributed), they are offset by other factors (e.g., for equity markets, 
fat tails exist at both the left and right tails of outcomes), and as such, this “30 asset” conclusion has generally 
held throughout time, in both academia and in the construction of investment products broadly(1). This is es-
pecially true in equity portfolios, but carries over into many yield-oriented products, where those flawed basic 
assumptions are even less valid. Moreover, they apply particularly poorly to illiquid and privately negotiated 
yield assets where a focus on diversification and minimizing risk would lead one to pursue much greater lev-
els of diversification than what such portfolios usually contain in practice. 

This paper will review the frameworks and underlying assumptions that lead to the “30 asset” conclusion 
and the application of that practice in the construction of investment products. We will then look at those un-
derlying assumptions, particularly as it relates to loans and other fixed income instruments with necessarily 
capped upside(2). Next, based on those adjustments, we will arrive at what we would determine to be the opti-
mally diversified portfolio to maximize both risk-adjusted returns and minimize idiosyncratic downside risk. 

Finally, we will draw relevant comparisons to other fields of study, such as insurance underwriting, and 
raise questions for future consideration about why investment management products (particularly among 
yield-oriented strategies in the private markets) may actually be optimizing for practical limitations brought 
about because of infrastructure-related diseconomies of scale, which make for minimum position sizes that 
are larger than what would otherwise be desired.

2. The “30 Stocks Puzzle” and the Development of Asset Pricing Models
It is widely established that “30” is an optimal number of positions when thinking about maximizing the bene-
fits of diversification. This belief specifically started with the study “Some Studies of Variability of Return on In-
vestments in Common Stocks” by Fisher and Lorie in 1970, where they pointed out that 95% of variance reduc-
tion can be achieved by 32 stocks, compared to the entire NYSE stock exchange, using data from 1926 to 1965 [1].

(1) One popular example (in addition to the many academic and financial media articles around optimal diversification) is the popularity of the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average of 30 companies, and also its relative lower standard deviation over the last decade and better performance 
versus the S&P 500 in the 2008 financial crisis drawdown.

(2) Noting there are circumstances where severity can be negative post-default (i.e., result in higher returns).
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Stepping back, Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), developed by Harry Markowitz [2], set the core assumptions 
and framework for thinking about optimal portfolio construction, namely Mean-Variance optimization. Mar-
kowitz made the assumption that an investor should diversify their funds among all those securities which 
give maximum expected return. Additionally, given a desired level of expected return, investors can construct 
the portfolio that minimizes overall risk, which is represented by the variance. 

In Markowitz’s model, the expected return of a portfolio depends on the weight and expected return of each 
asset class, while the overall variance depends on the covariance matrix of the entire portfolio (i.e., the degree 
of non-correlation in the expected return among its various assets), the weight of its various assets, and the 
variance of each asset (assumed to be normally distributed around an expected mean)(3). Given a desired ex-
pected return, with more diversified and less correlated asset classes, investors can achieve less risky portfo-
lios. Specifically, at 30 assets, the overall diversifiable part of the variance is reduced by 97%, as shown below.

Fig. 1. How an increasing number of stocks in portfolio decreases the idiosyncratic risk. 
SOURCE: Seeking Alpha [3]

Based on MPT, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was introduced in the early 1960s by Jack Treynor 
[4][5]. Treynor’s model not only inherited the assumptions from Mean-Variance and MPT but also made an 
important assumption that risk is symmetric (i.e., the downside risk is the same as the upside risk)(4).

At the same time, the ideas of systematic risk (market risk) and unsystematic risk (idiosyncratic risk) were intro-
duced, where the unsystematic risk could be mitigated through diversity whereas the systematic risk could not. 

CAPM and MPT presented elegant and straightforward relationships between risk and return, along with 
the correlations among the securities and versus the market as a whole. Following that study, many empirical 
studies have drawn scrutiny to those underlying assumptions in practice—namely the stability and normal-
ity of returns—where actual returns vary significantly and have fat tails and skewed distributions. Howev-
er, while those studies worked to improve upon CAPM and MPT, they largely reached similar conclusions 
around what constituted an optimally diversified portfolio. 

(3) While Markowitz’s work did not specifically cite the distribution of the returns, it was assumed to be using a normal distribution. 
(4) Another famous extension of MPT and Mean-Variance is the Black-Scholes Model, which also assumes the returns of securities are normally 

distributed.
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As Fama pointed out in 1965 [6], the returns of the stock market are not normally distributed as assumed be-
fore. Instead, it had the properties of a heavy-tailed distribution (Fama, 1965). Many important assumptions 
in MPT and CAPM were established based on the normal distribution, log-normal distribution, and Brownian 
motion. Other more recent papers tested empirical financial data and reached conclusions that volatility and 
covariance themselves are not stable over time, and require alternate sampling and modeling methods [7] 
(Loretan & Phillips, 1991). 

Fig. 2. Actual distribution vs. normal distribution of S&P 500.
SOURCE: towards data science [8]

Several works have also shown that while fat tails exist in equities, there is evidence that there is some level of 
symmetry in those outcomes. For example, in 2008, Meb Faber [9] showed the distribution of individual stock 
returns in the U.S. stock market as shown below.

Fig. 3. Annualized Returns of Individual Stocks vs. Russell 3000, Jan-1-1983 to Dec-31-2006.
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Fig. 4. Total Lifetime Returns for Individual U.S. Stocks, Jan-1-1983 to Dec-31-2006.

However, while positive and negative tail events may balance each other on average, fat tails in periods of 
extreme events do not tend to be symmetric(5). More recent studies have also suggested that portfolio manag-
ers should hold a higher number of securities in order to achieve optimal diversification based on this fact. 
For example, Alexeev and Tapon [10] used daily data, broader risk measures, and studied multiple developed 
stock markets—and reached a similar conclusion that including 16 to 31 stocks reduces 90% of the risk on aver-
age. However, when zeroing in on periods of market stress—e.g., the 1987 stock market crash—and wanting to 
keep that same confidence level of risk reduction, they found the optimal number would be more in the range 
of 40 to 70. In other words, the more you assume or plan for fat tail events, the more important idiosyncratic 
risk becomes, and the more that diversification is required. Similar to the real-time higher frequency data used 
by Alexeev and Tapon, other more recent studies, such as the work done by Calvet and Fisher [26], which 
incorporate multi-fractal analysis(6), make clear that assuming normality in market returns inappropriately 
discounts the occurrence of extreme events, and that more diversification is therefore needed to properly pro-
tect against downside risk. These studies would note, as Mandelbrot did in his essay in Scientific American [21], 
that “It is true that [modern] portfolio theory may account for what occurs 95 percent of the time in the mar-
ket. But the picture it presents does not reflect reality, if one agrees that major events are part of the remaining 
5 percent. An inescapable analogy is that of a sailor at sea. If the weather is moderate 95 percent of the time, 
can the mariner afford to ignore the possibility of a typhoon?”

(5) This is necessarily so with the presence of leverage, where leverage has been shown to exacerbate negative fat tail events where margin 
 calls cause investors to sell into a falling market, as shown by Thurmer, Farmer and Geanakoplos [25].
(6) i.e., the recognition that market returns cannot be explained through single-variable forecasts, and while seemingly chaotic, prices do exhibit  
 patterns that repeat themselves.
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3. The Theory As It Applies to Investment Strategies
Although diversification across stocks is generally thought of as important, risk minimization is not the pri-
mary goal of many investment products, and “over-diversification” carries several potential tradeoffs includ-
ing considerations like increased diligence and monitoring costs, dilution of “winning trades,” and poten-
tially higher transaction costs [11]. So while applying diversification more prudently to reduce risk-adjusted 
returns, the “free lunch” often proves too costly to eat.

Whether anchored in research or practicality, we find that 30-50 broadly represents the number of holdings 
across actively managed equity funds(7). As one example, Kiplinger [12] published an article ranking “The 25 
Best Mutual Funds of All Time” in October 2019. While a skewed sample of those funds that were top per-
forming, we chose this list as one example in order to sample the average number and size of holdings. As 
shown below, while these 25 funds have 108 holdings on average, the top 30 holdings on average are 74.4% of 
the assets of each fund, and the top 50 are 86.3% — in other words, the returns are being driven substantially 
by those cohorts of holdings, and at least in this curated sample of funds, diversification matches what has 
been established as optimal.

(7) To be clear, this is not the case across index funds and other structured product offerings (such as CLOs) that give broader “asset class” or  
 “investment-type” exposure—while fat tails exist within broader asset classes and investors should seek cross-asset class diversification, we  
 are looking at more classically defined “actively managed” funds within those asset classes and investment-type offerings. In addition, while  
 we hold that it is more theoretical to be able to balance holdings not under one’s discretion to choose to buy or sell, this paper does not go  
 into the portfolio-wide diversification concept, whereby mixing and matching different products, one can achieve more optimal levels of  
 diversification, albeit still likely with underlying manager-specific risk levels that would leave one exposed to unacceptable outcomes (e.g.,  
 the “career risk” of getting fired for having a manager that blows up).

Table 1. The portion of top 50 and 30 holdings for each from “The 25 Best Mutual Funds of All Time.” 
SOURCE: Underlying Fund Reports

Fund Name Top 50 Top 30

Fidelity Growth Co Fund 74.6% 65.1%

Small Cap US Stocks Fidelity Select IT Services 98.4% 92.3%

American Funds The Growth Fund of America A 68.2% 58.2%

Vanguard PRIMECAP Investor 83.9% 68.4%

Delaware Smid Cap Growth A 100.0% 68.4%

Nuveen Small Cap Growth Opportunities I 70.4% 46.9%

Sequoia 100.0% 100.0%

Fidelity OTC 82.2% 70.9%

T. Rowe Price Mid-Cap Growth Investor 61.1% 42.9%

/Kinetics Intemet No Load 100.0% 100.0%

Columbia Seligman Communications & Information A 95.1% 80.8%

Fidelity Select Leisure’s 100.0% 97.4%

Fidelity Select Retailing’s 100.0% 92.0%

IT. Rowe Price Health Sciences Investor 72.7% 58.6%

Columbia Acorn Institutional 60.9% 40 9%

PGIM Jennison Health Sciences Z 88.0% 70.6%

AllianzGI Technology Institutional 90.1% 79.7%

Fidelity Select Medical Technology and Devices 98.7% 92.2%

IT. Rowe Price Communications & Technology Investor 96.1% 86.7%

BlackRock Health Sciences Opportunities Investor A 87.2% 71.0%

Fidelity Select Health Care 91.1% 81.3%

Fidelity Magellan 78.8% 59.2%

Vanguard Health Care Investor 89.4% 75.4%

Wasatch Micro Cap 79.3% 55.3%

Fidelity Select Software & IT Services 92.4% 82.4%

Average 86.3% 74.4%
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Turning to private market strategies, the cost of both origination and ongoing surveillance greatly multiplies 
costs and diseconomies of scale, further limiting the feasibility of utilizing diversification.

You see this quite clearly in Private Equity—as shown below [13] from the Private Equity Info database. As 
one can see, small firms have many fewer holdings than large firms, and even the large and “mega” firms 
(which presumably have more significant resources) still average between 15 and 23 underlying portfolio 
holdings.

Table 2. Size of PE firm and average portfolio companies. 
SOURCE: Private Equity Info [13]

The same is seemingly true for private credit, where, as one data point, Preqin reports [14] coverage of 15,790 
private debt deals across 3162 funds, for an average of 5 per fund. It is possible their database coverage may 
not be complete, but even multiplying this number by 4-5 times would still have it in line with the private 
equity numbers reported above, and greatly below that of more diversified liquid equity strategies(8).

4. The Theory As It Applies to Credit Markets
Accepting that returns in practice are multifractal(9) and, therefore, that portfolios should have a greater num-
ber of positions than suggested by MPT-oriented studies of the equity market, credit portfolios would require 
even more diversification (and, by extension, private fixed income would require even more). 

In contrast to equities, credit investments carry a more bounded upside—i.e., aside from taking control of 
an underlying asset and/or having other equity or equity-like participation, the upside case for a loan is the 
repayment of principal and the receipt of interest and (perhaps) some other additional consideration. Further, 
a default event typically leads to severity, the worst of which can be a complete loss of principal. Thus, a loan 
gives a more asymmetric distribution of having negative fat tails with a bounded upside distribution. 

This intuitively makes sense—after all, credit investments trade upside potential for less downside risk, and 
credit is also solvency based—i.e., a hard obligation with a known maturity date. That said, in addition to 
idiosyncratic risk, when there are broader market events that affect either the availability of credit or general 
solvency, there tends to be a correlation of negative tail outcomes. You can see such dynamics in the chart be-
low, which shows the spikes in both downgrades and defaults in economic downturns and other crisis events. 
The chart also shows that the more speculative the loan, the higher the default rate.

(8) And presumably, based on the costs and specialization required in private markets, diversification is probably even “overstated” (e.g., these  
 funds tend to specialize in one industry/product/geography mix).
(9) As used in the aforementioned Calvet and Fisher study.

PE Firm Category
Typical Deal Size 

($millions)
PE Firm Category

Median # of  
Current Portfolio 

Companies

Average # of  
Current Portfolio 

Companies

Small $0–50 Small 5 8.1

Mid $50–250 Mid 7 10.3

Large $250–500 Large 10 14.9

Mega $500+ Mega 14 22.9
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Fig. 5. Historical investment grade default rate and number of defaults per year from 1981 to 2019. 
SOURCE: S&P Global [17]

And those negative events are likely dramatically understated. As shown by Roberts and Sufi [15], over 90% 
of long-term debt contracts are renegotiated prior to their stated maturity, mostly in the early stages of those 
loans(10). Trabocco [16] followed with the notion that the definition of “default” should also include stress, 
referencing that borrowers are unlikely to surprise a lender with a missed payment versus advance renegoti-
ation, and developed the “credit stress rate” shown below for senior direct loans, which are well higher than 
the S&P statistics shown on the chart that follows.

(10) And we would note that in many of those investments where default is avoided, risk is actually increased far greater than compensation,  
 leading to a much lower expected return per unit of risk.

Cambridge Associates Cumulative “Credit Stress” Rate
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5. How Many Investments Are Required for An Optimally  
Diversified Credit Portfolio?
Comparing the distributions of the returns of equity and high yield bonds, we can find the returns of high 
yield are more concentrated around the mean return. In fact, about 51.5% of monthly returns for the Bloomberg 
Barclays High Yield Bond index fall between 0-2% of the mean, whereas only 21.3% of returns of the S&P 500 
index fall within this range. [19]

Fig. 7. Comparison of monthly returns distribution between Barclays HY and S&P 500.
SOURCE: Marquette Associates

On the other hand, although it is hard to tell from the graph above, the returns are also more left-tailed and 
upside bounded. This can be more clearly shown by skewness and kurtosis, which respectively measure the 
lack of symmetry and the “heaviness” of the tails the data exhibits.

Fig. 6. Historical default rate and number of defaults for BBB, A, AA, AAA per year from 1981 to 2014. 
SOURCE: S&P Global [23]
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Table 3. Skewness and kurtosis of a few categories. 
SOURCE: Informa Investment Solutions [20]

Kurtosis measures whether the distribution is more heavy-tailed or light-tailed. Bigger kurtosis leads to more 
heavy-tailed outcomes. Skewness is the measurement of symmetry. As the absolute value of skewness gets 
larger, the distribution is more asymmetrical, which mathematically shows that the distribution of high yield 
displays a more bounded upside with a heavy tail on the downside, as the kurtosis is ~4 times larger, and the 
skewness is ~50% higher. And to the earlier point of being more concentrated around the mean, the standard 
deviation of high yield bonds is considerably lower than that of stocks. 

In a recent whitepaper [27, which is also included as an appendix to this whitepaper], Charles Shaw took the 
Alexeev and Tapon [10] study and expanded it to account for non-normally distributed, skewed, multi-re-
gime, and leptokurtic(11) asset return distributions. That study showed that close to 100 investments(12) are 
required to optimally diversify a portfolio under these assumptions, far in excess of what we see in practice.

6. Conclusion
In summary, as investments exhibit more skewed distribution, as is the case with credit versus equities, more 
diversification is needed. And, as you start to incorporate higher cross-correlations (particularly in times of 
market stress), that would lead one to higher requirements for diversification, as would incorporating more 
idiosyncratic risk, as is the case in private markets. Normally distributed returns, which might argue for the 
“30 stocks” conclusion, do not practically exist in financial markets. For actual outcomes (or those that are 
“fractal” in nature), a greater number of positions are required. In fixed income markets, with a capped up-
side and unbounded downside(13), even more diversification is required. And while the data presented in this 
paper mostly speaks to liquid credit investments, based on the further frictions and idiosyncrasies of private 
credit investments, one would only assume a natural extension that leads to more required diversification in 
order to minimize downside risk.

Curious then, that in illiquid and privately negotiated investment strategies, the diversification is less, not 
greater, than that of public markets. As one more extreme comparison point, in the case of venture capital 
(which has more of a “lottery ticket” payout where the most likely outcome is zero but the winners have 
extreme upside potential), Kamal Hassan [22] pointed out that venture capital portfolios should hold 500 
companies in order to reduce 90% to 95% of the risk. 

But while venture capital investments might be akin to the payout pattern of lottery tickets, loans have more of 
a comparison to property and casualty (P&C) insurance underwriting. After all, if you insure against hurricanes 
for Florida homes, if the hurricane does not come you earn your premium, whereas if it does come, you are 
likely to have severity far in excess of those premiums earned. Suffice it to say, no one argues that having con-
centrated P&C insurance underwriting (e.g., only writing policies against one form of risk, in one concentrated 
geography, etc.) is a sound business strategy. Yet hundreds of billions of investment dollars go into private 
market funds that are woefully under-diversified under the same framework. To borrow one other insurance 
related concept, while underwriting is critical, claims efficiency (e.g., verifying damage amounts, amounts to 
be paid, etc.) is equally critical to profitability. We would argue that in privately negotiated credit investments, 
the outcomes of those situations that end up in default are likely inversely correlated to their size—i.e., if a 

(11) Distributions with a kurtosis greater than three.
(12) 94 (87) components are required to explain at least 95 (90) per cent of variability.
(13)  With the lower bound at a zero return.

Skewness (and Kurtosis) Return Standard Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Large Cap US Stocks 11.03% 14.73% -0.82 2.35

Small Cap US Stocks 13.66% 18.96% -0.81 2.49

High Yield US Bonds 10.03% 7.06% -1.31 8.11
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manager has a large position that is facing turbulence, they are less likely to act dispassionately and patiently 
to resolve to the best outcome versus looking for an expedient solution to “get rid of the problem(14).”

While not the topic for this paper, we suspect the reason for that has less to do with sound portfolio man-
agement and more to do with practical limitations associated with the infrastructure-related diseconomies of 
scale from doing so (e.g., to actually have 100 bespoke investments in a portfolio requires significant costs re-
lated to human resources, origination, surveillance, risk assessment, workout, etc.). It seems this “free lunch” 
comes with a cost that is too high to implement. 

Indeed, it begs the question of whether one can actually construct an enterprise to deal with such challenges 
on behalf of its investors, but we will leave that to a future discussion. 

Regards,

Dan Zwirn
CEO and CIO

(14) Or, as previously noted, to modify the agreement in order to avoid a default, while also sacrificing the investment outcome.
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1. Introduction

It is by now generally accepted that, absent inside information, diversification is smart and that unsystem-

atic (idiosyncratic) risk, or the risk that is peculiar to one firm or industry, may be reduced by diversification.

Evidence suggests that idiosyncratic risk is the most significant contributor to overall volatility, and these

two components are not totally independent. Due to this, it is impossible to totally eliminate risk even with

a high number of investments. Even with international diversification, there will always be a portion of total

risk that is related to systemic risk factors.

This and other related questions are remain an active topic of research discussion, both among investment

industry practitioners and academic researchers. Simply stated, the challenge is to invest an initial sum of

money in financial assets in order to maximize the expected utility of the terminal wealth. In an early attempt

to address this question, Markowitz [47] devised the mean-variance approach to portfolio optimization and

pioneered the application of quantitative approaches for the question optimum portfolio selection. Black,

Scholes, and Merton [49, 20] promoted an extension of these results and provided explicit formulation of

portfolio asset selection and allocation in continuous time. Despite the fact that Merton et al’s techniques

deliver substantial theoretical conclusions, they yield some practical concerns. One such concern stems

from the assumption that a risky asset’s dynamics follow a geometric Brownian motion. Some empirically

observable regularities of financial time-series, such as the asymmetry and heavy-tailedness of the distribution

of returns of time-varying conditional volatility, are in tension with this approach.

Another limitation of the Black-Scholes-Merton framework is that the coefficients are static. This appears

to be an important consideration when it comes to longer-term investment horizons, when macroeconomic

conditions may plausibly shift several times and fundamentally alter investment opportunity sets. In this

context, Markov-modulated – otherwise called regime switching – models appear to be a good fit for repre-

senting these kinds of phenomena. For example, changes in the condition of the economy may be reasonably1

quantified using a Markov chain, which modify the parameters of the model. These models may therefore

be used to describe macroeconomic shifts, times when market behaviour changes dramatically during crisis

episodes, or the various stages of business cycles.

When considering portfolio optimisation, there are a slew of variables to consider when trying to figure

out how many assets are necessary to achieve optimum diversification. For instance, systematic risk could

be measured in a variety of ways, and could depend on the size of the investment universe, the investor’s

characteristics, asset features (which may be time-varying), the model used to measure diversification, the

frequency of the data that is used, market conditions, the time horizon, and other such parameters. One

could argue that calculating an optimal number of assets a fully-diversified portfolio – for a given market,

time horizon, or a set of preferences – is fraught with problems if the issue of asset allocation is considered

from a classic Mean-Variance Optimisation perspective à la Markovitz. Nevertheless, recent research have

attempted to argue that the size of a well-diversified portfolio is greater now than it has ever been, that

1We will return to expand on what ”reasonable” could mean in this context when we introduce the Regime

Classification Measure later in this paper.
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this number is smaller in developing economies compared to established financial markets, and this number

decreases with increasing stock correlations with the market [3, 4, 22].

In this paper, we seek to critically explore these and closely related themes in the following manner. By

deploying a Markov-modulated Lévy process, we first relax a number of assumptions that are essentially

”baked in” in studies such as Alexeev and Tapon [3] in order to account for account for non-normally

distributed, skewed, multi-regime, and leptokurtic asset return distributions. We calibrate a model to equity

market data and show that the calibrated models do a good job of matching the empirical moments. We

then argue that much of the related literature on portfolio diversification relies on assumptions that are in

tension with certain observable regularities and which, if ignored, may lead to material underestimation of

risk.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the related literature, section

3 provides a calibration exercise where a Markov-modulated Lévy process is fitted to Nasdaq data. Here,

we relax a number of assumptions in Alexeev and Tapon [3] in order to account for possibly non-normally

distributed, skewed, multi-regime, and leptokurtic asset return distributions. Section 5 provides a discussion

of the results and section 6 concludes.

2. Literature review

Classic portfolio allocation theory is based on the mean–variance (MV) framework, which gives a frame-

work to analyse the trade-off between risk and return for attaining diversity advantages. Despite this frame-

work’s limitations, asset allocation choices are frequently based on it as many asset managers, consultants,

and investment advisers employ classical MV optimisation as a standard quantitative method for portfolio

construction. This framework stems from the work of Markowitz [47] who in 1952 developed the Modern

Portfolio Theory, laying the groundwork for the subsequent development of risk and return theories. Along

with Markowitz, Evans and Archer [31], Fielitz [32], Solnik [59], Statman [60], and Campbell et al. [22] are

some of the pioneering writers in the field of portfolio risk diversification. Their results can be summarised

as follows:

• A portfolio’s risk may be decreased by diversification, which includes both systematic and non-

systematic risk.

• A portfolio’s overall risk increases when the number of stocks it holds approaches that of a market’s

total.

• Unsystematic risk may be minimised up to the point of achieving optimal portfolio diversification

- meaning that the total portfolio risks are equivalent to their systematic counterparts.

Before elaborating further, let us first examine some of the key issue around measurement of risk di-

versification. Portfolio risk may be measured in a variety of ways, each with their own set of merits and

demerits, and which have been the subject of continued debate. Standard deviation tends to be used in

many investigations as a commonly acknowledged metric of risk. This is not only evident in early studies

([31, 59, 60, 16]), which all addressed standard deviation in their research. This pattern is also present in
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more recent research ([21], [18]). One of the main problems of using standard deviation as a risk metric is

that it might lead to erroneous and misleading results since the metric is particularly sensitive to extreme

values and outliers. It is well-known that the standard deviation may lead to inaccurate estimates of ex-

treme occurrences if the returns are not Gaussian. Another problem with using a naive standard deviation

approach is that both positive and negative variations from the average return are treated equally. With

this in mind, a considerable amount of research has been done on the potential of expected shortfall (ES)

and terminal wealth standard deviation (TWSD) as an extreme risk measure to examine the impact of the

financial crisis on the optimal number of stocks in the portfolio ([21, 18]). As an alternative measure of

portfolio risk, mean absolute deviation (MAD) [32] employs absolute deviation rather than variance, while

the unsystematic risk ratio (URR) [58] provides a measure of diversification relative to its variation. From

one risk measure to the next, the portfolio structures generated are vastly different.

The heterogeneity of viewpoints on what constitutes successful diversification makes it difficult to reliably

compare work across the literature on optimum portfolio diversification. For example, Alexeev and Dungey

[4] claim that investing in a diversified portfolio of seven (10), evenly weighted equities may reduce risk by

as much as 85 per cent (90 per cent). But a portfolio of just 20 equities is needed to remove 95 per cent of

the unsystematic risk, while a portfolio of 80 equities may reduce an extra 4 per cent of unsystematic risk,

according to Tang [63]. Alekneviciene et al [2] argue that a differently-weighted portfolio could remove 97

per cent of unsystematic risk with 25 stocks, while Stotz and Lu [61] found that in China, 67 per cent of

unsystematic risk could be managed away with just 10 stocks. According to Kryzanowski and Singh [44],

investing in 20–25 stocks may minimise 90 per cent of a portfolio’s risk. They find that investors who are

risk-averse prefer a portfolio with a risk reduction of 99 per cent, while more aggressive investors seeking

bigger returns at the expense of more risk may be satisfied with a portfolio risk reduction of 90 per cent.

Alexeev and Tapon [3] further argue that the required number of stocks in a well-diversified portfolio is

determined by the average correlations between stocks and the market circumstances, whether they are

distressed or quiescent, when analysing the dynamics of portfolio holdings over multiple years. Raju and

Agarwalla [55] claim that the appropriate number of stocks is influenced by the investor’s risk tolerance and

desired degree of confidence, as well as the portfolio’s weighting structure. These findings make intuitive

sense, since investors’ actions vary according to their economic circumstances. Most of the time, their actions

are dynamic, heavily impacted by economic, cultural, and social variables, and not necessarily reasonable

[45]. As a result, their values, tastes, assumptions, and preconceptions shift in tandem with the economy

[8]. Additionally, the investor’s location has an impact on both their optimum asset allocation and their

investment success [33].

It is also possible that the frequency of the data utilised might have an effect on the ideal number of

stocks. This may lead to an exaggerated number of stocks in a portfolio, as shown by Alexeev and Dungey

[4]. They also point out that this disparity is magnified during financial market crises. The optimal number

of equities for optimal diversification is 8 to 16, according to early research based on (semi)annual and

quarterly data [31, 32, 66]. High-frequency data, as Alexeev and Dungey [4] further argue, significantly

enhances risk assessment and decision-making. Using higher frequency data, the number of stocks needed
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to accomplish the desired risk reduction drops. Data from various frequency intervals showed a minor

variation in unsystematic risk during calm times, but a significant difference during periods of high volatility.

The estimates of diversifiable risk were shown to be overstated when lower frequency data were employed,

particularly during times of financial difficulty. Risk measurements based on more frequent data beat those

based on less frequent data, therefore holding big portfolios is not always required, as indicated by the lower

frequency risk measures, particularly during a financial crisis. Financial instruments’ price fluctuations are

also impacted by basic variables like interest rates, economic development, currencies, and so forth. The

diversification advantages of constructing a portfolio based on these criteria might be discovered by investors

[45]. Corporate bonds, in addition to stocks, may provide considerable risk reduction, particularly in times

of financial turbulence.

Following this line of thinking, an aggregate stock index built of the S&P 500’s most prominent companies

may cut transaction costs while providing enough equities for diversification, according to Aboura and

Chevallier [1]. To prevent international financial contagion, investors and mutual fund managers alike need

to diversify their portfolios and use hedging methods [34]; funds with less liquid equities in their portfolios

tend to be more diversified, according to these findings. According to Pastor et al. [51], they were found to

be larger and cheaper, as well as trading more often. Active portfolio management has taken another step

forward with this development. Socially responsible investment funds are determined to have no influence

on idiosyncratic risk due to screening intensity, which is an essential aspect of an investing strategy [46].

Moreover, managers may prefer to shift their portfolios during moments of political instability in favour of

firms that report more accurately [24, 25].

There are several difficulties in trying to model financial time series since the observations might be

affected by events that are generally unforeseen. Events such as natural catastrophes, statements from

central banks, and policy announcements from governments may have a significant impact on the market.

It is therefore quite possible that the assumption of stationary financial data is violated. As a result of this

violation, classic approaches to time series analysis may not be satisfactory. Markov-switching models are

therefore of interest since, under certain mild assumptions, they allow us to mitigate issues around suspected

non-stationarity of time series.

An important stylized feature of financial time series is regime switching i.e. when economic conditions

undergo periodic regime changes. The regular flow of economic activity may occasionally suffer shocks

substantive enough to result in different observed dynamics. This means that sampled time series data may

typically show not only periods of low and high volatility but also periods of slower and faster mean growth.

The economy may oscillate between two states: 1) a stable, low-volatility state characterised by economic

expansion, and 2) a panic-driven, high-volatility state defined by economic contraction. Such dynamics are

specified by deterministic or stochastic ordinary differential equations. Regime shifts indicate transitions

from one kind of dynamics to another, with the possible change in state space, the objective function,

or both. Regime changes may occur for a variety of reasons: (i) exogenous changes in dynamics (for

example, as a result of sudden environmental disasters or social/political reform); (ii) unintentional internal

changes in dynamics (for example, as a result of human activity-related disasters or firm bankruptcy);
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(iii) intentional (controlled) shifts to new dynamics (technological innovations, mergers of firms, etc.); (iv)

changes in preferences/objectives (environmental concerns. A single model may include a combination of

the above-mentioned triggers. Evidence of such regimes has been widely documented and switching models

have since been used in the literature across various domains of application, including but not limited to

exchange rates, asset allocation, and equity markets. Surveys are provided by [5] and [37].

3. Data and model

To facilitate the discussion, we will use use daily closing price data for the Nasdaq 100 index, taken from

Oxford-Man’s Realized Library2. Our data spans from 04 Jan 2000 - 12 Nov 2021, resulting in 5483 daily

observations. Figure 1 shows the plot of log returns for Nasdaq 100 (blue) with with normal distribution

overlay (red). The graph clearly shows that Gaussian density underestimates random variation. This can

be explained by the fact that financial returns tend to have distributions with certain stylized features, such

as excess kurtosis (i.e. fat or semi-heavy tails), skewness (tail asymmetries), and regime shifts.

Fig. 1. Log returns for Nasdaq 100 (blue) with with normal distribution overlay (red)

Practical modelling of said stylized features may be achieved by the General Hyperbolic Distribution.

The special case of the General Hyperbolic Distribution on which we focus our attention is the Normal-

Inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution, a continuous probability distribution defined as the normal variance-

mean mixture with an inverse Gaussian mixing density [10, 15]. The four-dimensional parameter vector

[α, β, µ, δ] specifies the form of the NIG density. Due to the extensive parametrization, the NIG density is an

2https://realized.oxford-man.ox.ac.uk
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advantageous model for a wide range of unimodal positive kurtotic data. The alpha-parameter determines

the density’s steepness or pointiness, which rises monotonically as α increases. A high alpha value indicates

that the tails are light, whereas a small number indicates that the tails are heavy. The beta-parameter is

used to specify the skewness. When β < 0 (β > 0), the density is skewed to the left, when β > 0, it is

skewed to the right, and when β = 0, the density is symmetric around µ, which is a centrality parameter.

The delta-parameter is a scale parameter. The class of NIG distributions is a flexible system of distributions

that includes fat-tailed and skewed distributions, and the normal distribution, N(µ, σ2), arises as a special

case by setting β = 0, δ = σ2α, and letting α→ ∞ .

Consider the following generic Markov Regime Switching (MRS) model:

(3.1)


yt = f(St, θ, ψt−1)

St = g
(
S̃t−1, ψt−1

)
St ∈ Λ

where θ is the vector of the parameters of the model, St is the state of the model at time t, ψt :=

{yk : k = 1, . . . , t} is the set of all observations up to t, S̃t := {S1, ..., St} is the set of all observed states

up to t, Λ = {1, ...,M} is the set of all possible states, and g is the function that regulates transitions

between states. Function f indicates how observations at time t depend on St, θ, and ψt−1 and finally,

t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T}, where T ∈ N, T < +∞, is the terminal time.

Equations 3.1 allow us to address specific issues that may be difficult to represent in a single state regime,

which is clearly useful for time series applications. Although the literature on Markov-switching models is

diverse, two general groups may be identified. The first group consists of models that have basic transition

laws (such as a first order Markov chain) but complex distributions for the data or a high number of states.

For examples of research in this area see [27, 36, 23]. The second group consists of models with more

complicated transition laws but with simple assumptions and few states, often limited to two. See, for

example, [43, 28, 52].

We now turn our attention to estimation of a Markov-switching model augmented by jumps, under the

form of a Lévy process, with a view to applying this methodology to model financial returns. In order to

motivate this section’s modelling approach, we first set up the general structure of Lévy processes, then we

outline their properties with reference to path variation and the Lévy-Khintchine theorem. The discussion

highlights the properties of Markov chain, such as irreducibility, aperiodicity, and ergodicity. The section

includes a discussion on a framework for estimating a jump-robust model tempered by a Markov chain,

which can be used to study the relations of dependence within financial returns.

3.1. Lévy processes. Lévy processes can be thought of as a combination of two distinct processes, namely

diffusions and jumps. The attractive properties of such a combination can demonstrated by sketching

the connections between two. A well-known pure diffusion process used in finance is the Wiener process,

a continuous-time Markovian stochastic process with a.s. continuous sample paths. A well-known pure

jump process is the Poisson process, which is a non-decreasing process that, unlike Wiener, does not have
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continuous paths. Whilst the Poisson process has paths of bounded variation over finite time horizons, the

paths of a Wiener process exhibit unbounded variation over finite time horizons.

When combined, these become interesting and, crucially, tractable tools for modelling financial time series

due to their ability to match the empirically observed behaviour of financial markets more accurately than

when armed with simple Wiener process-based models. These tools are useful, for example, in modelling

jumps, spikes, and other such discontinuous variations in the price signal that are frequently observed in

asset prices processes. Such jump dynamics may be due to short-term liquidity challenges, microstructure

frictions, or news shocks. Despite their apparent differences, these two processes have much in common.

Both processes are initiated from the origin, both have right-continuous paths with left limits3, and both

have independent and stationary increments. Hence, these common features can be generalised to define a

common framework of one-dimensional stochastic (Lévy) processes.

3.2. A regime-switching Lévy model. This subsection motivates the introduction of the regime-switching

Lévy approach to modelling of our time series. This part of the discussion follows the methodology pro-

posed by [26], namely by combining a Lévy jump-diffusion model with a Markov-switching framework. The

regime-switching Lévy model offers the possibility of identification of such stochastic jumps, together with

disentangling different market regimes and capturing the regime-switching dynamics. We begin by introduc-

ing a number of key definitions and notations.

Definition 3.1 (Stochastic Process). A stochastic process X on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) is a collection

of random variables (Xt)0≤t<∞.

If Xt ∈ Ft, the process X is adapted to the filtration F , or equivalently, Ft-measurable.

Definition 3.2 (Brownian Motion). Standard Brownian motion W = (Wt)0≤t<∞ has the following three

properties:

(i) W0 = 0

(ii) W has independent increments: Wt −Ws is independent of Fs, 0 ≤ s < t <∞
(iii) Wt −Ws is a Gaussian random variable: Wt −Ws ∼ N(0, t− s) ∀ 0 ≤ s < t <∞

Property (ii) implies the Markov property i.e. conditional probability distribution of future states of the

process depend only on the present state. Property (iii) indicates that knowing the distribution of Wt for

t ≤ τ provides no predictive information about the state of the process when t > τ . We can also define a

Poisson Process, another stochastic mechanism as follows.

Definition 3.3 (Poisson Process). A Poisson process N = (Nt)0≤t<∞ satisfies the following three properties:

(i) N0 = 0

3We adopt the convention that all Lévy processes have sample paths that are cadlag or RCLL i.e. right-

continuous with left limits at every t.
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(ii) N has independent increments: Nt −Ns is independent of Fs, 0 ≤ s < t <∞
(iii) N has stationary increments: P (Nt −Ns ≤ x) = P (Nt−s ≤ x), 0 ≤ s < t <∞

SDEs formulated with only the Poisson process or Brownian motion may not be very useful in investing

or risk management. Arguably one needs more realistic models to describe the complex dynamics of an

evolving system. However, their common properties may be combined, thus establishing a more general

process.

Definition 3.4 (Lévy Process). Let L be a stochastic process. Then Lt is a Lévy process if the following

conditions are satisfied:

(i) L0 = 0

(ii) L has independent increments: Lt − Ls is independent of Fs, 0 ≤ s < t <∞
(iii) L has stationary increments: P(Lt − Ls ≤ x) = P(Lt−s ≤ x), 0 ≤ s < t <∞
(iii) Lt is continuous in probability: limt→s Lt = Ls

Condition (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). For proof see [41].

Definition 3.5. A real valued random variable Θ has an infinitely divisible distribution if for each n =

1, 2, . . ., there exists a i.i.d. sequence of random variables Θ1, . . . ,Θn such that

Θ
d
=Θ1,n + . . .+Θn,n

This says that the law µ of a real valued random variable is infinitely divisible if for each n = 1, 2, . . . there

exists another law µn of a real valued random variable such that µ = µ∗n
n , the n-fold convolution of µn.

The full extent to which we may characterize infinitely divisible distributions is carried out via their

characteristic function (or Fourier transform of their law) and the Lévy-Khintchine formula.

Theorem 3.6 (Lévy-Khintchine formula). Suppose that µ ∈ R, σ ≥ 0, and Π is a measure concentrated

on R/{0} such that
∫
R min(1, x2)Π(dx) < ∞. A probability law µ of a real-valued random variable L has

characteristic exponent Ψ(u) := − 1
t logE[e

iuLt ] given by,

Φ(u; t) =

∫
R
eiuxµ(dx) = e−tΨ(u) for u ∈ R,(3.2)

if (and only if) there exists a triple (γ, σ,Π), where γ ∈ R, σ ≥ 0 and Π is a measure supported on R \ {0}
satisfying

∫
R(1 ∧ x

2)Π(dx) <∞, such that

Ψ(λ) = iγu+
σ2u2

2
+

∫
R

(
1− e(iux) + iux1|x|<1

)
Π(dx)(3.3)

for all u ∈ R.
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From Theorem 3.6 we can say that there exists a probability space where L = L(1) +L(2) +L(3). We can

build intuition as follows: L(1) is standard Brownian motion with drift, L(2) is a compound Poisson process,

and L(3) is a square integrable martingale with countable number of jumps of magnitude less than unity

(a.s.). This is the the Lévy-Itô decomposition, which can be stated as follows

Lt = ηt+ σWt +

t∫
0

∫
|x|≥1

xµL(ds, dx) +

t∫
0

∫
|x|<1

x(ηL −ΠL)(ds, dx).(3.4)

Definition 3.7 (Markov-Switching). Let (Zt)t∈[0,T ] be a continuous time Markov chain on finite space

S := {1, . . . ,K}. Let FZ
t := {σ(Zs); 0 ≤ s ≤ t} be the natural filtration generated by the continuous time

Markov chain Z. The generator matrix of Z, denoted by ΠZ , is given by

(3.5) ΠZ
ij


≥ 0, if i ̸= j

−
∑
j ̸=i

ΠZ
ij , otherwise

We can now define the Regime-switching Lévy model as follows.

Definition 3.8 (Regime-switching Lévy model). For all t ∈ [0, T ], let Zt be a continuous time Markov

chain on finite space S := {1, . . . ,K} defined as per Definition 3.7. A regime-switching model is a stochastic

process (Xt) which is solution of the stochastic differential equation given by

(3.6) dXt = k(Zt)(θ(Zt)−Xt)dt+ σ(Zt)dYt

where k(Zt), θ(Zt), and σ(Zt) are functions of the Markov chain Z. They are scalars which take values in

k(Zt), θ(Zt), and:

σ(Zt) : k(Zt) := {k(1), . . . , k(K)} ∈ RK∗
,

θ(S) := {θ(1), . . . , θ(K)},

σ(S) := {σ(1), . . . , σ(K)} ∈ RK∗
,

where Y is a Wiener or a Lévy process. Here, k denotes the mean reverting rate, θ denotes the long run

mean, and σ denotes the volatility of X.

The above model exhibits two sources of randomness: the Markov chain Z, and the stochastic process Y

which appears in the dynamics of X. In other words, there is stochasticity due to the Markov chain Z, FZ ,

and stochasticity due to the market information which is the initial continuous filtration F generated by the

stochastic process Y.

3.3. NIG-type distribution. Following [26], let us assume that the Lévy process L follows the Normal

Inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution, defined as a variance-mean mixture of a normal distribution with the

inverse Gaussian as the mixing distribution (also see Barndorff-Nielsen et al [10, 14, 11, 12] for a richer

discussion on this topic).
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The NIG type distribution is a relatively novel process introduced by Barndorff-Neilsen [14] as a model

for log returns of stock prices. It is a sub-class of the more general class of hyperbolic Lévy processes. After

its introduction it was demonstrated that the NIG distribution provides an excellent fit to log returns of

stock market data [13]. Other studies have also shown this distribution’s superior empirical fit to other asset

classes [53, 40, 30, 35]. [62] find that the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution provides an overall fit for

the data better than any of the other subclasses of Generalized Hyperbolic distributions and much better

than the Lévy-stable laws. Rachev et al [54] have deployed the NIG distribution to successfully address

such well-known ’puzzles’ as (i) predictability of asset returns (ii) the equity premium, and (iii) the volatility

puzzle.

This type of types of heavy-tailed process is of interest, particularly since the NIG distribution fulfils the

fat-tails condition, is analytically tractable, yet is closed under convolution [39].

The density function of a NIG(α, β, δ, µ) is given by

(3.7) fNIG(x;α, β, δ, µ) =
α

π
eδ
√

α2−β2+β(x−µ)K1(αδ
√
1 + (x− µ)2/δ2)√

1 + (x− µ)2/δ2
,

where δ > 0, α ≥ 0. The parameters in the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution can be interpreted

as follows: α is the tail heaviness of steepness, β is the skewness, δ is the scale, µ is the location. The

NIG distribution is the only member of the family of general hyperbolic distributions to be closed under

convolution. Kv is the Hankel function with index v. This can be represented by

(3.8) Kv(z) =
1

2

∫ ∞

0

yv−1e

(
− 1

2 z
(
y+ 1

y

))
dy

For a given real v, the function Kv satisfies the differential equation given by

(3.9) v2y′′ + xy′ − (x2 + v2)y = 0.

The log cumulative function of a Normal Inverse Gaussian variable is given by

(3.10) ϕNIG(z) = µz + δ (
√
α2 − β2 −

√
α2 − (β + z)2) for all |β + z| < α.

The first two moments are E[X] = µ+ δβ
γ , and V ar[X] = δα2

γ3 , where γ =
√
α2 − β2. The Lévy measure

of a NIG(α, β, δ, µ) law is

(3.11) FNIG(dx) = eβx
δα

π|x|
K1(α|x|)dx.

We then follow the two-stage estimation strategy proposed by [26]. Figures 2 and 3 point to the presence

of identifiable regimes.

4. Results

Figure 4 shows closing prices for the NASDAQ (top), together with the volatility of log-returns (middle),

and the evolution of regimes in our MRS model. Tables 1 and 2 report the NIG distribution parameters of

the Lévy jump process fitted to each regime.
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Fig. 2. Nasdaq regimes, separated. Fig. 3. Regimes, superimposed.

Fig. 4. NASDAQ close prices, log returns, and regimes.

Table 1. NIG distribution parameters of the Lévy jump process fitted to each regime.

NIG α β δ µ

State 1 150.0919 -16.2944 0.011949 0.001276

State 2 41.8416 0.295358 0.026838 -0.00015

In Table 1, the parameter α indictes the jump intensity. The higher the parameter, the lower the jump

intensity in a given regime. We observe that α ≈ 150 during regime 1, which indicates a low jump intensity.

Conversely, α ≈ 42 during regime 1 points out a high jump intensity, respectively. δ indicates the scale

parameter representing a measure of the spread of the returns. We can observe that δ for regime 2 is 0.027
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versus 0.12 for regime 1, indicating that the returns are around 2.5 times as dispersed in the second regime

compared to the first.

Table 2. NIG diffusion parameters.

NIG κ θ σ PZ
ii

State 1 1.011003 0.000994 0.000082 0.716268

State 2 1.082196 -0.00154 0.000643 0.283732

Table 2 shows the diffusion parameters of the Lévy jump process fitted to each regime. The mean reverting

parameter κ is close to unity in both regimes. The volatility parameter σ is more than seven times higher

during regime 2 than during regime 1. Thus, the substantially higher jump intensity observed in regime

2 translates into increased volatility. The smoothed probabilities in the lower panel of Figure 4 shows the

probability of staying in the current regime, which is high for regime 1. This is shown numerically in the

last column of Table 2: the probability to stay in regime 1 (in regime 2) is equal to 71.6% (28.3%). If the

chain exhibits some type of general persistence (e.g., a high likelihood of remaining in a particular regime),

this might have significant consequences for computing the Value-at-Risk and dynamic portfolio allocation.

What these graphs and numerical results primarily demonstrate is that the stochastic process suited to

each regime does not exhibit the same jump characteristics across the sample period. Indeed, certain eras

in the index have a high proportion of jumps (recorded under regime 2), while others do not. As a result,

this set of findings demonstrate the merits of using the regime-switching Lévy model to simulate the price

dynamics. Next, we examine the quality of regime classification and model fit.

4.0.1. Regime Classification Measure of Ang and Bekaert (2002). A great model is one that is able to sharply

classify the regimes, whilst smoothed probabilities should be either ≈ zero or ≈ one. To address this question

directly, Regime Classification Measures (RCMs) have been proposed by Ang and Bekaert [7] as a way to

determine if the number of regimes K is appropriate. The RCM statistic spans from 0 (perfect regime

classification) to 100 (failure to detect any regime classification), and can be formalised as follows:

(4.12) RCM(K) = 100×
(
1− K

K − 1

1

T

N∑
k=1

N∑
Ztk

(
P (Ztk = i|FX

tM ; Θ̂
(n)
1 )− 1

K

)2)
,

where P (Ztk = i|FX
tM ; Θ̂

(n)
1 ) corresponds to the smoothed probability and Θ̂

(n)
1 is the vector of estimated

parameters. RCM ∈ [0, 100] and lower values are preferred to higher ones. In this sense, a ’perfect’ model

will be associated with a RCM of almost 0, a good model will have a RCM of close to ≈ 0, while a model

that cannot distinguish between regimes at all will have a RCM close to 100. A good model is one that

implies that the smoothed probability is less than 0.1 or greater than 0.9. This means that the data at time

t ∈ [0, T ] is in one of the regimes at the 10% error level. The RCM was extended for multiple states by Baele

[9].
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4.0.2. Smoothed probability indicator. The quality of classification may also be observed when the smoothed

probability is less than p or greater than 1 − p with p ∈ [0, 1]. Thus the data at time k ∈ 1, . . . , N has a

probability higher than (100−2p)% in one of the regimes for the 2p% error. This per centage is the smoothed

probability indicator with p% error, denoted in Table 3 by P%.

Table 3. Regime Classification Measure (RCM) and Smoothed Probability Indicator

Nasdaq RCM p10

8.63 91.39

4.0.3. Measuring the quality of our model’s regime qualification performance. A natural question to ask is

how to measure the quality of our model’s regime qualification performance. In Table 3 we observe that the

RCM statistic for our model is less than 10, indicating a good MRS model fit. We take this as evidence that

our model with two regimes is able to provide an advantageous fit to the data. In other words, given the set

of models considered in our analysis, and using a reasonably long time span (n=5483 obs), we can conclude

that a Lévy regime-switching model satisfactorily identifies two regimes for the Nasdaq index returns within

our sample.

4.1. Construction of random portfolios. Following Alexeev and Tapon [3], we use a simulation approach

to construct random portfolios based on actual daily equity returns. Again, we rely on our sample of

observations over the period 04 Jan 2000 - 12 Nov 2021. In order to construct our portfolios and depart from

the classical Gaussian limitations of [3], we proceed by drawing random values from the Markov-modulated

Normal-Inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution. The parameters of the model are specified in Tables 1 and 2.

It is important to note that there is a link between security returns and their uncertainty. However,

diversification is made possible because of the low or negative correlations between assets. This complicates

analysis. It is simple and natural to look at the five variances and ten correlations or covariances if there

are only a few securities involved, such as five stocks. As an example, if the number of stocks is 200, then

merely looking at the 200 variance and 19900 correlations or covariances will not be particularly useful.

Dimension reduction using principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known statistical technique. In

this context, it gives an alternate strategy that can lessen the complexity of our analysis by looking only at

certain of the variances and correlations or covariances that we have in our data, but which are supposed to

be uncorrelated.

We proceed with our illustrative example based on the methodology suggested in [48] (p. 131). A

factor model is used to optimise asset allocation in a mean-variance framework. It is common to employ

multifactor models for risk modelling, portfolio management, and performance attribution. A multifactor

model decreases the size of the investing universe and explains much of the market’s unpredictability. Factors

might be statistical, macroeconomic, and fundamental. We generate statistical factors from asset returns

and then optimise our allocation in accordance with those statistical factors. Figure 5 shows asset weights

obtained from our factor model.
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Fig. 5. Weights of our constructed portfolio (5483 observations, 100 assets) based on parameters recovered

from market data based on distributional and functional form assumptions.

Our results show that 94 (87) components are required to explain at least 95 (90) per cent of variability.

These results are in tension with those presented in Alexeev and Tapon [3] and related papers (eg [4]), which

suggest a significantly smaller sizes of portfolios required for achieving most diversification benefits. With

this information, we may draw three conclusions. In the first place, it may be necessary for the ordinary

investor to own a greater number of equities than previously thought. Second, when it comes to portfolio

construction, additional work may be needed to improve the estimation of asset returns and integrate some

observable aspects in financial time series, in an effort to capture higher moments, regimes, and other such

dynamics. And third, the 1/N naive-diversification rule could at least serve as a first clear benchmark

for evaluating the success of a certain strategy for optimum asset allocation, presented either by academic

research or the investment management sector.

5. Discussion

5.1. Dealing with regimes and higher moments. To determine how many assets are necessary to

achieve optimal diversification, there are a number of factors to consider, including: the investment uni-

verse (size, asset classes, and features of the asset classes), the investor’s characteristics, changes in asset

features over time, the model adopted to measure diversification (i.e., equally weighted versus an ”optimal”

allocation), and the frequency of the data that is being used together to determine how many assets are

needed. We argue that it is also important to be mindful of well-evidenced nuances of financial time series
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data, particular that is possibly non-normally distributed, skewed, multi-regime, leptokurtic distributions or

generally non-linear and/or discontinuous price processes.

The cost of overseas investment must also be taken into account when evaluating the advantages of

international diversification. When building a portfolio, diversification, security analysis, and asset allocation

are some of the challenges that investors face when investing outside national borders. Investment in the

home market is not hampered by currency and political concerns, limits on money transfers between nations

or various regulations that apply in different countries.

There is a variety of opinions in the academic literature on what constitutes successful diversification.

According to some recent research – see, for example, [3], [55], [4] and the literature cited therein – the

average size of a well-diversified portfolio appears to be greater than it was in previous studies, and this

might be attributed to decreased transactional costs in particular. This research also found that the ideal

number of equities that compose a well-diversified portfolio increased significantly after taking into account

a longer length of time. According to [65] U.S. unsystematic risk appears to have grown dramatically in

recent decades relative to the total stock market volatility, underscoring the necessity for bigger portfolios

to decrease diversifiable risk to the greatest extent feasible. Many investors may not be able to achieve the

same amount of diversity by following the same portfolio size guideline. When making this selection, it is

important to consider factors such as how often data is collected; how much risk is taken into account; how

confident investors are; and how much diversification benefits may be gained from the selected investment

opportunity set, among other things.

5.2. Simple heuristic diversification rules. Our results also point to the so called 1/n investment puzzle,

whereby some market participants split their contributions evenly among all assets. Since it opposes the

core principles of contemporary portfolio theory, it has been suggested that this is a naive method. There is

evidence [17] that suggests that many participants in defined contribution plans allocate their contributions

among the different asset classes using basic heuristic diversification methods. The 1/n rule is a common

diversification heuristic that is often referred to as a ”equally-weighted portfolio”. However, it has been

criticised for not being on the efficient frontier, as it is not an optimum portfolio. According to some

academics, pension systems should be less flexible in order to prevent people from making poor investing

decisions.

However, [64] present simple arguments to illustrate that this behaviour may be less naive than it may

appear at first and show that the 1/n rule offers certain advantages in terms of robustness. Whilst we do not

advocate any heuristic diversification rule in this paper, we note that a certain amount of work may need to

go into improving on this simple diversification criterion. In this context, [38] observe that ”naive formation

rules such as the equal weight rule can outperform the Markowitz rule.” [50] also notes that because of

estimation risk ”an equally weighted portfolio may often be substantially closer to the true MV optimality

than an optimized portfolio.”

5.3. Attempts at a unified theory of portfolio management. Before concluding our discussion, we

ought to briefly discuss the feasibility of applying the MVO framework to assets other than equities, such as
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fixed income. Any attempt at diversification will involve attempts to diversify across asset classes. However,

when it comes to bond portfolios, the established MV approach of portfolio management poses some issues

and constructing a theory of bond portfolios is non-trivial. To explain this point in more detail, stocks

and bonds differ in numerous ways, the most important of which is the fixed maturity date (i.e. ”time of

maturity”) at which bonds disappear from the market, whereas the characteristics of stocks can fluctuate in

response to business news or management decisions. Because the maturity period may take on an infinite

number of values in an unconstrained market, there are an infinite number of distinct bonds. Therefore, the

price of a stock is only determined by the risks it entails (market risk, idiosyncratic risk). But the price of

a bond is determined by both the risks it entails and the amount of time before maturity. The stochastic

differential equations used to model stock prices are typically autonomous (meaning that the coefficients are

time-independent functions of the prices, as in geometric Brownian motion or mean-reverting processes),

whereas any model for bond prices must incorporate the fact that volatility goes to zero when the time to

maturity goes to zero, at least this is how it is mathematically expressed.

A simple portfolio of stocks and bonds is made more analytically difficult by the fact that prices for each

kind of asset change according to various principles, even in the most basic scenario. Furthermore, because of

the maturity dependency, many techniques that are permissible in the stock market are no longer applicable

in the bond market: for example, a simple buy-and-hold strategy results in the conversion of bonds into

cash at maturity. And in the context of fixed income derivatives, it is natural to model interest rates with

uncountably many traded instruments. Whilst some interesting attempts toward a unified theory of portfolio

management, including both stocks and bonds, have been made, the literature on this topic remains relatively

sparse and the problem of multi-asset portfolio optimisation remains very much an open research question.

In this vein, Ekeland and Taffin [29] made attempts to introduce a bond portfolio management theory based

on foundations similar to those of stock portfolio management by modelling the discounted price curve as

infinite-dimensional dynamics in a Banach space of continuous functions driven by a cylindrical Wiener

process. The interested reader is also referred to [56], who extend these results using a HJM framework,

and [19], who apply these results to commodity futures markets. Extending these results could be a fruitful

direction for future work.

6. Conclusion

The discussion of this paper some of the issues that arise in the portfolio allocation literature. However,

we wish to focus the reader’s attention on challenges of a different kind, which seem to be absent from the

discussions in the optimum portfolio diversification literature. Specifically, there is merit in exploring certain

stylized features of financial time series in an attempt to capture dynamics of non-normally distributed,

skewed, multi-regime, and leptokurtic asset return distributions.

We promoted the estimation of a Markov-switching model augmented by jumps, under the form of a

Lévy process. After setting up the general structure of Lévy processes, we outlined their properties with

reference to path variation and the Lévy-Khintchine theorem. The analysis highlighted the properties of

Markov chain, such as irreducibility, aperiodicity, and ergodicity.
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By deploying a Markov-modulated Lévy process, we relaxed a number of assumptions in Alexeev and

Tapon [3] in order to account for account for non-normally distributed, skewed, multi-regime, and lep-

tokurtic asset return distributions. We calibrated a regime-switching Lévy model to equity market data to

demonstrate that such a model is a) analytically tractable and computationally effective, b) intuitive, and

c) does a good job of matching the empirical moments, including those of higher order. Finally, we argue

that a part of the related literature on portfolio diversification relies on assumptions that are in tension with

certain observable regularities and which, if ignored, may lead to material underestimation of risk.
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Code availability: Matlab code is available on request.
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7. Technical Appendix

The following arguments follow directly from [26].

7.1. Stage 1: The regime-switching model. We aim to estimate the set of parameters Θ = Θ̂1 :=

(k̂i, θ̂i, σ̂i, Π̂i) for i ∈ S.

(1) Start with initial vector Θ̂
(0)
1 :=

(
k̂
(0)
i , θ̂

(0)
i , σ̂

(0)
i , Π̂

(0)
i

)
for i ∈ S. LetN ∈ N be the maximum number

of iterations. Fix a positive constant ϵ as a convergence constant for the estimated log-likelihood

function.

(2) Assume that we are at the n + 1 ≤ N steps. Then calculation in the previous iteration of the

algorithm gives the following vector set Θ̂
(n)
1 :=

(
k̂
(n)
i , θ̂

(n)
i , σ̂

(n)
i , Π̂

(n)
i

)
7.2. EM-algorithm.

7.2.1. Expectation step (E step). We aim to estimate both filtered probability and smoothed probability.

Optimality is achieved when a model is able to identify regimes sharply, such that smoothed probabilities

approach either zero or one. Filtered probability is given by the probability such that the Markov chain Z

is in regime i ∈ S at time t with respect to FX
T :

For all i ∈ S and k = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, estimate the following

P
(
Ztk = i|FX

tk
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
=
P
(
Ztk , Xtk |FX

tk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
f
(
Xtk |FX

tk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
=

P
(
Ztk = i|FX

tk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
f
(
Xtk |Ztk = i;Ftk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
∑

j∈S P
(
Ztk = j|FX

tk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
f
(
Xtk |Ztk = j;Ftk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
(7.13)

such that

P
(
Ztk = i|FX

tk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
=

∑
j∈S

P
(
Ztk = i, Ztk−1

= j|FX
tk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
=

∑
j∈S

P
(
Ztk = i, Ztk−1

= j|Θ̂(n)
1

)
P
(
Ztk−1

= j|FX
tk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
=

∑
j∈S

Π
(n)
ij P

(
Ztk−1

= j|FX
tk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
,

(7.14)

where f
(
Xtk |Ztk = i;Ftk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
is the density of the process X at time tk, conditional that the process

is in regime i ∈ S. Using previous arguments we can observe that, given FX
tk−1

, the process Xtk has a

conditional Gaussian distribution ∼ N
(
k
(n)
i θ

(n)
i + (1− k

(n)
i )Xtk−1

, σ
2(n)
i

)
. The density of this distribution is

given by

(7.15) f
(
Xtk |Ztk = i;Ftk−1

; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
=

1√
2πσ

(n)
i

exp
[Xtk −

(
1− k

(n)
i )Xtk−1

− θ
(n)
i k

(n)
i

)2
2
(
σ
(n)
i

)2 ]
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On the other hand, to estimate smoothed probability we need to examine when Markov chain Z is in

regime i ∈ S at time t with respect to all the historical data FX
T . For all i ∈ S and k = {M−1,M−2, . . . , 1}

we obtain

(7.16) P
(
Ztk = i|FX

tM ; Θ̂
(n)
1

)
=

∑
j∈S

(P (Ztk = i|FX
tk
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
P
(
Ztk+1

= j|FtM ; Θ̂
(n)
1 |Π(n)

ij

)
P
(
Ztk+1

= j|FX
tk
; Θ̂

(n)
1

) )
7.2.2. Maximization step (M step). We are able to obtain explicit formula of the maximum likelihood esti-

mator of the initial subset of parameters Θ̂1. The maximum likelihood estimates Θ̂
(n+1)
1 for all parameters,

for all i ∈ S, can be obtained by

θ
(n+1)
i =

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)(
Xtk − (1− k

(n+1)
i )Xtk−1

]
kn+1
i

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)]
k
(n+1)
i =

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
Xtk−1

B1

]∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
Xtk−1

B2

]
σ
(n+1)
i =

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)(
Xtk − k

(n+1)
i θ

(n+1)
i (1− k

(n+1)
i )Xtk−1

)2]∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)]
(7.17)

where

B1 = Xtk −Xtk−1
=

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)(
Xtk −Xtk−1

)∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)]
B2 =

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)
Xtk−1

]∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = i|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)] Xtk−1
.

We then obtain the transition probabilities:

(7.18) Π
(n+1)
ij =

∑M
k=2

[
P
(
Ztk = j|FtM ; Θ̂

(n)
1

)Πn
ijP

(
Ztk−1

=i|Ftk−1
;Θ̂

(n)
1

)
P
(
Ztk

=j|Ftk−1
;Θ̂

(n)
1

) ]
∑M

k=2

[
P
(
Ztk−1

= i|Ftk−1
; Θ̂

(n)
1

)]
Let Θ̂

(n+1)
1 := (k

(n+1)
i , θ

(n+1)
i , σ

(n+1)
i ,Π

(n+1)
i ) be the new parameters of the algorithm. These are iterated

in step 2 until convergence of the EM algorithm is achieved. The procedure can be stopped if either:

a) the procedure has been performed N times; or

b) the difference between the log-likelihood at step n+1 ≤ N and the log-likelihood at step n, satisfies

the equation logL(n+ 1)− logL(n) < ϵ.

Proof of consistency of the (quasi) maximum likelihood estimators is provided in [42]; see also [57].

7.3. Stage 2: Lévy distribution fitted to each regime. We have estimated the regime-switching model

3.6 using the EM algorithm. Now, we estimate the set of parameters Θ̂2 by fitting a NIG distribution for

each regime.

X(Regime 1)− L1(α
1, β1, δ1, µ1)(7.19)

X(Regime 2)− L2(α
2, β2, δ2, µ2)(7.20)
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where L1 and L2 relate to relates to a separate set of Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution parameters of

the Lévy jump process. Estimation of the distribution parameters is done by maximum likelihood, where

Φ1 = (α1, β1, δ1, µ1) and Φ1 = (α2, β2, δ2, µ2). Directly following from [26], initialization of the algorithm is

performed by the method of moments.
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